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February 21, 2024

THE LONG PULL: Portfolio & Thematics Update
It’s quiet in our book this week. Most of our portfolio companies report either later this
week or next week. And it gives us a chance to “catch our breath” and update you on
our Portfolio Thematics.

Let’s start with our Futures, Bonds, and FX bucket.

Futures, Bonds, & FX: Nikkei/Yen & Qs Lead The Way

This is our portfolio's largest notional size bucket at ~115% exposure (it’s >100% due
to futures margin requirements). Our Nikkei/Yen position alone is ~66% notional, which
is fine because it’s been our best performer (see below).

We’re up over 4R in our first leg and 1.63R in the second leg. That said, we’re
anticipating a retrace to its midline. Stops are below the February 8th low.



Our Nasdaq 100 position, however, gives me heartburn. We’re up ~1R on our
combined two-leg position. And if we get stopped out of both positions, we’ll still
generate +58bps profit.

As a quick refresher, the Nasdaq 100 comprises the 100 largest companies that trade
on the NASDAQ. So we’re basically long Mag-7.

Don’t get me wrong, this trade has worked. But now, everyone’s obsessed with
NVDA’s earnings. CNBC even has an “NVDA Earnings Report” countdown like it’s
some New Year’s Eve ball drop ceremony (top?). I can’t think of another company with
a more highly anticipated earnings announcement, maybe ever?

I’m not screaming, “this is the top!!” But I am saying we should consider taking profits
and jamming stops. Look at the latest CoT data.
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Large Specs are still very long Qs while Net Positioning works off its highs. Plus, it’s
overbought on the 50D and 200D.

Technically the Qs look weak too. The index completed a rising wedge breakdown
yesterday with a follow-through this morning (see below).
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We took half profits today as price traded below yesterday’s lows.

Next, let’s examine our Equity Book, which we split into Strategic and Tactical
buckets.

Strategic Equities: Uranium, PMs, Tin, and Energy

Our Strategic Equity book is basically all energy and metals or metal-adjacent
companies. Energy in the form of oil and uranium. Metals in the form of tin, gold, and
silver.

Let’s start with uranium.

Uranium: This Pullback is Normal, But We Remain Cautious of Exposure

Last month, I wrote about my growing concern for our long uranium exposure.
Specifically, I examined various ways to hedge our long U.UN trade, like shorting
names like UEC or CCJ.

I also suggested taking partial profits in U.UN and reallocating to Yellow Cake
(YCA.LSE), which offers more right-tail exposure on a potential buyout.
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https://operators.macro-ops.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/01/The-Long-Pull_-Thoughts-On-Hedging-Uranium-Exposure.pdf


Last week, two of the smartest uranium investors – Segra Capital and Sachem Cove –
increased their uranium hedging.

Here’s Segra Capital’s 13F.

And here’s Sachem Cove.
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Both added sizable CCJ puts during the quarter. Not bad timing.

I have two competing hypotheses in my head. On the one hand, uranium is probably
overbought, and many of the producers/explorers look expensive here.
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On the other hand, drawdowns like these are healthy for long-term secular bull
markets. We should expect these moves even if we believe the 3-5-year picture looks
as good, if not better than when we first started investing.

Take U.UN, for example. Everyone’s losing their minds on Twitter because U.UN is off
12% from its highs. Yet if you step back, the U.UN looks constructive.

There’s nothing “worrying” about this chart as of now. It’s trading in a sideways
consolidation.

Also, uranium’s recent price action has nothing to do with fundamentals. Global
producers keep missing production guidance. Last week, Orano reported a production
miss for 2023 (see below).
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We will take profits if we get a close below this range as the price is extended from its
200MA. There’s a lot of white space below support.

Onto oil.

Oil: Higher For Longer in 2024 (VIST & TDW)

I don’t know what the pain trade will be this year. But one idea is that tech sells off and
commodities rip, a la the 1970s. Regardless, oil looks ready to break out.

We have ~12% exposure to oil through Vista Energy (VIST) and Tidewater (TDW). We
will increase our exposure through oil futures on a breakout above the inverse H&S
(see below).

For some reason, oil can’t break above $80/bbl. Maybe it's “Biden” or “paper barrels”
or “The Illuminati”. It doesn’t really matter for VIST and TDW. These companies make
gobs of cash if oil stays in its current range.

The latest CoT data looks encouraging for a sustained move higher.
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Large Specs are the least long they’ve been since April 2023 on a 26 and 260-week
basis. Money Manager sentiment hovers at the lows. And oil is about to enter its
strongest period of Seasonality.

Returning to the equities … leaders lead.
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We’ll add to TDW on a breakout from its weekly range as the company rolls lower
day-rate contracts into higher day-rate contracts and consolidates the industry at
accretive prices. The company reports earnings next week, so be on the lookout for an
earnings recap.

Next, let’s discuss gold.

Gold: IDR Outperforms Junior Miner Index

I have this pet theory that gold is the forgotten metal. Nobody cares about mining gold
because there are way cooler things to mine, like lithium, copper, and rare earths.

Yet central banks and countries like China and India keep buying gold on every dip.
And silver plays a vital role in solar panel manufacturing, a trend that is gaining steam
globally.

Let’s look at positioning and sentiment for gold.
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Gold bulls should welcome the Large Spec positioning decline as it provides fuel for
another leg higher.

We’re long gold via Idaho Strategic (IDR). I recorded a podcast with IDR CEO John
Swallow, which will be released this Friday. It’s a must-listen for any IDR shareholder
and mining investor.

IDR has bucked the trend of junior miners lagging the gold price. The company boasts
strong relative outperformance against the ETF GDXJ (see below). Again, leaders lead.

IDR is a 4.50% position. We’ll use pullbacks to get that to 7-8% notional.

Here’s a good article from my friend HoldcoMarkets on gold’s resilience this year
(emphasis added):

“Certain headwinds: Given the most recent US CPI data which illustrated the
fact that inflation remains sticky, the frequency and magnitude for 2024 rate cuts
has been somewhat tempered. This has kept the dollar on firmer ground which
intuitively/historically, is a headwind to gold. Additionally, the ETF outflows have
continued. The month of January kicked off 2024 with the eight consecutive
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monthly outflow as global gold ETFs fell by 51t to reach 3,175t. Meanwhile, total
AUM declined by 2% to reach $210.0B. For added context, holdings were 19%
below the peak month-end in October 2020 (3,915t) while AUM was 13% below
the August 2020 all-time high of $240.0B.

Certain supportive factors: The latest Swiss gold export data showed that
January shipments nearly doubled month on month to reach 207t. Fueled by the
Year of the Dragon, half of those exports were specifically exported to mainland
China and Hong Kong. The strong monthly export number points to the highest
level since December 2016. The consistent pricing premium of Shanghai over
London signals the solid domestic appetite. This strong Chinese demand is
underpinned by weak domestic equity performance and persistent unease over
domestic real estate.”

What about tin?

Tin: I’m Getting More Bullish

Last week, I wrote about Indonesia’s presidential race and what it means for critical
minerals like tin (see below).

“Prabowo just won the Presidential election in Indonesia. He will take over after a
ten-year run by highly popular president Joko Widodo (80% approval rating).

Why does this matter? The guy who Joko endorsed just won with Jokowi’s
son as VP.

One of Joko's last requests as president was a critical minerals export ban. Now
that Joko has his man in office, we believe the export ban will happen and
Indonesia tin exports will grind to a halt.

For those that are new to the Collective, I wrote about this potential reality in my
November 15th Long Pull Report.

Indonesia has done this before, with great success, and it looks like they're doing
it again. The country is responsible for 20% of global tin supply. This will rock
the already fragile tin market.”

Newer Collective members can read more about Indonesia’s history with critical
minerals bans here.

Here’s Andy Home’s latest Reuter’s piece (emphasis added):
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“Indonesia's exports of refined tin all but evaporated in January with just 400
metric tons shipped abroad by the world's largest exporter, all in the form of
solder.

That represented the lowest monthly volume since August 2015, when
Indonesia imposed an export regime to exclude illegally mined metal. This time
too, the drop is down to a change in permitting.

Tin exports will resume, but the uncertainty has unsettled both paper and
physical markets.”

My bet is that Indonesia’s export issues last longer than the market thinks. Prabowo
wants to make a good impression as the new president. And what better way to do
that than enforce a highly popular critical minerals export ban from a highly popular
former president?

There are also other supply issues. This month, Myanmar issued a new 30% “tax in
kind” on all tin concentrate exports.

The result is a collapse in Chinese tin imports (see below).
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Myanmar and Indonesia comprise ~30% of the global tin supply. And both countries
are doing everything they can to make exporting tin more difficult and expensive.

Meanwhile, demand looks, good?

AI chip demand remains robust, although NVDA earnings will be a good lookthrough
for that thesis. And solar demand remains strong. BloombergNEF released its latest
global PV installation projections (see below).

China is literally building solar panel farms in the middle of the desert.

In fact, China installed more solar panels in 2023 than the United States has in its
history (emphasis added):

“China is the world leader in renewable energy, including 40 percent of the
planet’s entire solar capacity, reported Rystad Energy. The United States comes
in second place with 12 percent.

Last year, China installed more new solar capacity than the total amount ever
installed in any other country, Bloomberg reported.
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“China’s solar sector is set to break records in the coming years. When installed
capacity crosses the 500 gigawatts (GW) mark by the end of 2023, it will have
taken 13 years to reach that milestone. That total, however, will be doubled to 1
terawatt (TW) in just three additional years,” Rystad Energy said.

According to China’s National Energy Administration (NEA), the country increased
its solar capacity by 216.9 GW last year, eclipsing its record of 87.4 GW from the
previous year, reported Bloomberg. That’s more than the U.S. total of 175.2 GW,
estimates by BloombergNEF said.”

Why does this matter? Tin is the glue that holds solar panels together.

We’re expressing our bullish tin thesis via Alphamin Resources (AFM.V). The company
has the potential to do what mining companies dream of … bring a new mine online
into an inflecting commodity price.

AFM’s newest mine, Mpama South, should start production in April. At scale, the mine
will add ~10-12,000 tons annually.

At $30k/ton tin, AFM’s combined mines would generate ~$350M in annual EBITDA,
with some of that cash flow paid as dividends.

We hold a ~9% position at cost and will add on a technical breakout.

Wrapping Up: The Great Rotation

My base case is that we see a Great Rotation from technology/Mag-7 into
inflation-resistant assets like industrials, energy, commodities, etc.

Our equity book is positioned to profit from that rotation. We’re invested in cheap
companies with inflecting fundamentals, technicals, and sentiment/positioning.

My job is to find companies that meet our Trifecta Lens criteria within our given
Thematics, avoid the ones that don’t, and try not to do anything too stupid in the
meantime.

Thanks for reading, and I’ll see y’all next week.

Your Value Operator,

Brandon
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